Safety-Critical Cyber-Physical Systems (SCCPSs) are a special kind of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) which highlight the importance of system correctness and safety. To apply automatic testing or model checking technique in CPSs, a model that fully captures the features is required to serve as input. So, a novel efficient spatio-temporal language and the analysis techniques are demanded to support both temporal and spatial expression and reasoning. In fact, a synchronous language, LUSTRE, is widely used in safety-critical systems development. However, LUSTRE lacks spatial constructors. Thus, it is difficult to express the behaviors related to spatial features in SCCPSs. In this paper, we propose a language named ST-LUSTRE to support the unified modeling of spatial and temporal properties of CPSs. We define the syntax and semantics of ST-LUSTRE. Its semantics is interpreted on the topological space and natural number which is based on time sets. We also specify typical SCCPSs properties in ST-LUSTRE. ST-LUSTRE is successfully applied to a communication based train control system of Shanghai Fuxin Intelligent Transportation Solutions CO.,Ltd. (FITSCO).
Introduction
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are multidimensional and complex systems, which are integrations of computation and physical processes [9] . CPSs interact with the physical world and they must operate dependably, safely, securely, efficiently and in real-time [14] . Safety-critical Cyber-Physical Systems (SCCPSs) are a special kind of CPSs. Generally, SCCPSs involve close interactions between the two worlds and a certain change in one world should be reflected in the other world in a time-sensitive and/or spatial-sensitive manner [16] .
Manual inspecting is high cost in this kind of system for the complex control logic, so it's necessary to describe the system in a formal language to achieve automatic testing or verification technique like model checking. LUSTRE is a synchronous data-flow language for programming systems which interact with their environments in real-time. Its main application field is to program automatic control and signal processing systems [5] . Synchrony means that a program reacts instantaneously to external events and the dataflow language means that a system is made up of a network of operators acting in parallel and in time with their inputs. In LUSTRE, all the entities can be interpreted as functions of time. A basic entity is a couple made up of (i) a sequence of values with a given type and (ii) a clock representing a suite of graduations [8] . As concurrency, simplicity and synchrony have been considered at the beginning of the development, the language is accepted by the industries.
RCC-8 presents eight jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint base relations between spatial regions, which is proposed by Egenhofer and Franzosa (1991) and Randell and his colleagues (1992) [13] . The RCC-8 calculus is intended for reasoning about spatial configurations. In RCC-8, regions are non-empty regular and closed subsets of a topological space, which can consist of more than one piece. The eight predicates are enough if we are interested in relationships between spatial regions. Furthermore, RCC-8 has nice computational properties. It turns out to be decidable [2] .
Time and space are the basic features of our environment. SCCPSs integrate computation, communication and control with the physical world. Therefore, they are two essential ingredients of SCCPSs properties which need to be explicitly captured into models [15] . Furthermore, safety is crucial for safety-critical cyber-physical systems. Both spatial and temporal attributes should be considered to build more precise models. On the other hand, LUSTRE is quite suitable for programming SCCPSs. Due to its synchronicity, it can handle parallel problems well.
Based on these observations, we propose a formal spatio-temporal language named ST-LUSTRE to model safetycritical cyber-physical systems. ST-LUSTRE is an extension on LUSTRE language. Six operators are defined to model spatial relations: dc(disconnect), ec(externally connect), po(partially overlap), eq(identical with), tpp(tangential proper part), ntpp(nontangential proper part). The semantics of those mentioned above is interpreted on the topological space. We also define spatial variable in ST-LUSTRE and to satisfy original features of LUSTRE language, spatial variable is defined as a sequence of values.
The remains of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 reviews spatial logic and the language LUSTRE. Section 3 presents the syntax of ST-LUSTRE; Section 4 presents the semantics of ST-LUSTRE. To show how to use ST-LUSTRE, in section 5, we express safety-critical properties by ST-LUSTRE. The real application and a tool are presented in Section 6. Section 7 presents related work. Finally, section 8 presents the conclusion and the future work.
Spatial logic and LUSTRE
In this section, we introduce spatial logic RCC-8 and the language LUSTRE as preliminaries.
Spatial logic RCC-8
RCC-8 is a first-order theory for qualitative spatial representation, which is designed by Randell, Cui and John [13] . The theory RCC-8 assumes one primitive dyadic relation: C(x,y), which is read as 'x connects with y'. The relation C(x,y) is reflexive and symmetric. Therefore, there exists two axioms: (1)∀ ( , ); (2)∀ [ ( , ) → ( , )]. Through using the primitive relation C(x,y), the other relations can be defined as follows:
where DC(x,y) means x and y are disconnected; P(x,y) means x is a part of y; PP(x,y) means x is a proper part of y; x=y means x is identical with y; O(x,y) means x overlaps y; PO(x,y) means x partially overlaps y; DR(x,y) means x is discrete from y; TPP(x,y) means x is a tangential proper part of y; EC(x,y) means x is externally connected with y; NTPP(x,y) means x is a nontangential proper part of y. And RCC-8 contains eight relations of these: DC(x,y), EC(x,y), PO(x,y), EQ(x,y), TPP(x,y), NTPP(x,y) and the inverse of TPP(x,y), NTPP(x,y).
The language LUSTRE
LUSTRE is a data flow synchronous language. LUSTRE has two primary features: one is that it is based on dataflow, and the other one is its synchronization. The dataflow characteristic enables it to be descripted using block diagrams. The synchronization makes it suitable for handling time in programs. All variables in LUSTRE are a function of time. For example, "x=y+z" means that at each instant t, xt = yt + zt . All the values of a stream are the same type, which is called the type of the stream. In LUSTRE, any program or piece of program has a cyclic behavior. That cycle defines a sequence of times, which is called the basic clock of the program: a flow whose clock is the basic clock takes its nth value at the nth execution cycle of the program [8] . There are four kinds of usual operators in LUSTRE: boolean, arithmetic, comparison and conditional. All the operators operate pointwise on flows. The syntax and the semantics of LUSTRE are subset of those in ST-LUSTRE and thus we do not present them here, which will be presented in section 3 and section 4.
Syntax of ST-LUSTRE
In this section, we define the syntax of ST-LUSTRE. :
where ea is original expression in LUSTRE and es is spatial expression which is newly defined in ST-LUSTRE. uop is unary operator and bop is binary operator. Unary operator only contains not and binary operator contains: +, -, *, /, >, >=, <, <=, =, <>, and, or.
Operator "pre", "→", "when", "current" are temporal operators and their usage and meanings are as follows and we summarize them in Fig.1 .
 The operator "pre" means getting the value of previous cycle. For example, if E = (e1, e2, e3, ..., en, ...), then pre(E) = (nil, e1, e2, e3, ..., en−1, ...), where nil is the undefined value.
 The operator "→" means initializing streams. For example, if A=(a1, a2, a3, ... , an, ...) and E=(e1, e2, e3, ... , en, ...), which are two streams of the same type, then "A→E" is the stream (a1, e2, e3, ..., en ...).
 If E is an expression and A is a boolean expression, the expression "E when A" means that it is the sequence of values of E when A is true. For example, if E=(e1, e2, e3, ..., en, ...) and A=(true, false, true, ... , true ...), then (E when A) = (e1, e2, e3, ..., en, ...)  If E is an expression and A is a boolean expression, the expression "E current A" means that getting the value of E at the last time A was true. For example, if E=(e1, e2, e3, ..., en, ...) and A=(true, false, true, ..., true, ...),then (E current A) = (e1, e1, e3, ..., en, ...)
is a spatial variable of spatial type, which is newly defined in ST-LUSTRE. The value of spatial operators is also a sequence in time. For example, if 1 = (s1, s2, s1, ...), 2 = (s2, s1, s3, ...) and supposing that s1 and s2 partially overlap; s1 and s3 are disconnected, then dc( 1, 2) = (f, f, t, ...), which is a sequence in bool type. The syntax of six spatial operators is as follows and we summarize them in Fig.2 .
where ∃, ∀ and I are operators in spatial logic S4u. ∀τ means τ occupies the whole space. ∃τ means there is at least one point in τ. I is the interior operator. ⊓ means intersection. τ1 ⊏ τ2 is an abbreviation for 12  .
If temporal operators are blended with spatial operators, for example, pre(dc(τ1, τ2)), it means getting the value of dc(τ1, τ2) in previous cycle. For example, if dc(τ1, τ2) =(t, f, t, ...), then pre(dc(τ1, τ2)) = (nil, t, f, t, ...).
Semantics of ST-LUSTRE
In this section, we define the semantics of ST-LUSTRE. The semantics of ST-LUSTRE can be interpreted by a topological temporal model. The topological temporal model is as follows:
,, where T is a flow of discrete time, is a topological space and U is a function, which can associate with every spatial term τ and every discrete time point w∈W onto a set U (τ, w)⊆ U -the space occupied by τ at moment w; it can also associate with every common variable m onto a set U (m)⊆U.
then we can achieve properties as follows:
where is the interior operator and it is satisfied with the Kuratowski axioms.
Firstly, we define the semantics of spatial operators in ST-LUSTRE. These operators are newly defined in ST-LUSTRE and their semantics is as follows:
where is the interior operator. Secondly, we define the semantics of temporal operators in ST-LUSTRE. They include four operators. Since the biggest difference between ST-LUSTRE and LUSTRE is spatial expression, we will only define the semantics of temporal operators operating on spatial expression. The semantics of temporal operators not operating on spatial expression in ST-LUSTRE is the same as those in LUSTRE, therefore we will not list them in this section. 
These formulae above mean that if M satisfies pre(e1) at w instance, then M satisfies e1 at w-1 instance, where e1 is a spatial formula.
followed by(→): 
These formulae above mean that if M satisfies e1  e2 at w instance, then M satisfies e1 at the first instance and at later instances, M satisfies e2, where e2 is spatial formula. Besides, to avoid chaos, if the operator "followed by" operating on spatial expression, the left side of the operator must be bool type and can't be spatial expression and the spatial expression must be in the right side.
when: 
These formulae above mean that if M satisfies e1 when e2 at w instance, then at w instance, either M satisfies e2 and M satisfies e1 or M does not satisfy e2 and M satisfies nil, where e2 is spatial formula. Besides, if the operator "when" operating on spatial expression, the spatial expression must be in the right side. The result will be the e1 value of the cycle in which the spatial expression returns true. 
Specifying safety-critical properties with ST-LUSTRE
In SCCPSs, there are some safety-critical properties. We will use ST-LUSTRE expressing these properties in this part.
Safety properties
Safety property means that a formula should be met by all states in system. In ST-LUSTRE, all entities are the function of time; thus, safety can be described as the following form:
where  is a ST-LUSTRE formula. This expression means in all cycles, formula  is always met. which means x is nonnegative in all states of the system.
Guarantee properties
Guarantee property means that a formula should be met by at least one state in the system. We define guarantee property as following form which means x is nonnegative at least one state of the system.
Obligation properties
In computing process of the system, some properties can't be defined only by safety property or guarantee property; they must be defined by a logic combination of safety property or guarantee property, which is obligation property. We define obligation property as following form 
which means that either x is nonnegative at all states or y equals zero at some state.
Response properties
Response property means if A occurs, then B must occur. To specify this property, we firstly create a node as follows:
Then we define response property as following form 
which means that if ( 0) x  , then 1  and 2  must disconnect.
Application
Communication based train control system(CBTC) is a typical safety-critical cyber-physical system. It is a new generation of train control system. According to the definition of IEEE, CBTC has three characteristics: (a) high-resolution train location determination, independent of track circuits; (b) continuous, high capacity, bidirectional train-to-wayside data communications; (c) train-borne and wayside processors performing vital functions. A CBTC system usually includes five subsystems, which is shown in Fig.3 .
On Board Control Unit(OBCU) mainly contains ATP and ATO part. Platform Management(PLFM) is an important module in OBCU. The PLFM module mainly performs protection when train is within platform area. The tasks of PLFM include deciding whether the train is aligned, when the door can open and whether the train can be authorized departure. We will introduce some requirements of PLFM in next subsection. And these requirements are related with spatial representation.
Requirements of platform management
(1) SignalActivation: The platform management(PLFM) shall accept a proximity plate signal as active only if:
 the PLFM detects the proximity plate within the detection window;  the proximity plate has been detected for a time period equal to or greater than ACTIVE_TIME. where ACTIVE_TIME, UNCERTAINTY_LIMIT and PERSISTENCY_TIME are three constants. Proximity plate is a hardware equipment installed in the track. The three requirements presented above shows the main process when the train arrives the platform. After proximity plate is active, the train will be considered aligned if some other conditions are met. After the train is aligned, departure will be authorized if other conditions are met. Detailed process of PLFM are presented in Fig.4 
Modeling with ST-LUSTRE
According to the requirements presented before, we firstly define some input/output variables. They are summarized in Fig.5 . (1 
ST-LUSTRE modeling environment
We have implemented a tool which supports modeling and simulation of ST-LUSTRE programs. It is based on an open source project Ptolemy. We add ST Director and ten operators in it: Pre, Followed By, When, Current, dc, ec, eq, po, tpp, ntpp. We also add a new data type named spatial. The tool for ST-LUSTRE and the model of PLFM are shown in Fig.6 .
In this application, spatial data type is implement in ((x, y, z), r), where (x, y, z) is the point position and r is the radius. The simulation result projecting on time dimension is shown in Fig.7 , where the horizontal axis means time and the vertical axis means whether the result is satisfied (0 is false and 1 is true). Fig.8 shows the simulation result projecting on space dimension. The horizontal axis means space(the distance from the starting point) and the vertical axis means the result as mentioned above. 
Property analysis of PLFM
In this part, we express some properties of PLFM. For example, one safety property can be expressed as follows: when train is aligning, for all the states, train door must not open. Formula with ST-Lustre is as follows:
Besides, one example of guarantee property can be expressed as follows: when train is authoring, signal is activated at least once.
isAuthoring = getAuth() isSignalActive = getSignalActive() verifyResult = isAuthoring and (not (isSignalActive =false)) verifyResult = true
Guaranteeing system correctness is crucial for safety-critical cyber-physical systems. Here, we specify safety property and guarantee property of PLFM. In other SCCPSs, other properties also can be specified by ST-LUSTRE. If we want to verify those properties, we can use existing model checking tools by transforming spatial related proposition to non-spatial proposition.
Related work
Some work has been done in the area of extending spatial logic with others. In [7] , the authors extend signal temporal logic with tree spatial superposition logic. In [12] , the authors extend the signal temporal logic with spatial operators. However, to the best of our knowledge, synchronous languages have not been extended with spatial logic before, which are widely used in CPSs development. On the other hand, research in spatio-temporal logic have been proposed. In [17] , Wolter and Zakharyaschev propose a hierarchy of languages intended for qualitative spatio-temporal representation and reasoning. In [11] , Muller presents a formal theory for reasoning about motion of spatial entities in a qualitative framework. In [3] , Bennett constructs a two-dimensional logic capable of describing topological relationships that change over time. In application field, in [4] , Alberto Del Bimbo et al. applies spatio-temporal logic in symbolic representation and visual query. In [10] , Stephan Merz applied spatio-temporal logic in modeling mobile communication system. However, all of those mentioned above do not focus on cyber-physical systems.
Furthermore, some work about extension on synchronous languages has been proposed. In [5] , Caspi and Marc extend both operational sematic and clock calculus of LUSTRE. In [1] , Kerstin Bauer has considered a synchronous language Quartz, and he extend it to Hybrid Quartz. However, they do not extend synchronous language on space.
In this paper, we propose a novel spatio-temporal language named ST-LUSTRE for safety-critical cyber-physical system. We use a new method to import space into synchronous language. We model systems and specify safety-critical properties with ST-LUSTRE.
Conclusions
Safety-critical cyber-physical systems must guarantee behavior correctness to avoid hazards during operation. Formal method is considered as a promising method to ensure correctness for both system models and implementations. However, it still has some challenges because SCCPSs need cooperate with the spatio-temporal dynamics of physical world. To solve this problem, a language is defined as the first step, which can model and specify both temporal and spatial attributes.
A language named ST-LUSTRE is defined in this paper. It can model SCCPSs and specify properties which are related to temporal and spatial features. This language extends the famous synchronous language LUSTRE on the spatial dimension, which is often used in modeling and implementing safety-critical systems in practice. We define spatial type into LUSTRE and six corresponding spatial operators. The semantics of those are defined as the function of time to be conformed with LUSTRE. Four kinds of typical SCCPSs properties and an engineering application in transportation domain are illustrated in this paper. Furthermore, a tool which supports modeling systems with ST-LUSTRE has been developed. In the future, the study will be focused on how to abstract spatial objects better and related algorithms.
